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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental efforts to pin down the parameters of the

standard model have been paralleled by intense theoretical

attempts to provide experimentalists with non-perturbative

constraints from quantum chromodynamics (QCD). It is

hoped that lattice QCD will ultimately provide such impor-

tant information. To this end it is crucial to understand and

control the systematic errors in numerical calculations,

which rely on extrapolations and interpolations to the physi-

cal point. This important task is particularly demanding for

heavy quark phenomenology, where one has to descnbe ac-

curately both the light and heavy quarks in the system.

In particular the inclusion of light dynamical fermions m

the gluon background is still a daunting task and requires the

largest fraction of computational resources. In the past these

restrictions led to the so-called quenched approximation, in

which only valence quarks are allowed to propagate in a

purely gluonic background, whereas the virtual creation of

sea quarks is ignored. We have shown in a recent work [1]

that this results in systematic deviations in the lattice predic-

tion of the light hadron spectrum from the observed expen-

mental data. More recently it has also been found that the

inclusion of two dynamical sea quarks has a significant effect

on the light hadron spectrum and quark masses [2,3]. This is

of course analogous to QED, where the inclusion of all

higher order effects, which could be made through perturba-

tion theory, resulted in an impressive agreement with expenト

mental observations. A distinctive aspect of QCD is that a

proper non-perturbative treatment is in order so as to provide

high-precision tests of this theory. Here we take this as our

motivation to study heavy quarkonia in the presence (and

absence) of dynamical sea quarks-

Heavy quark systems have long been considered an ideal

testing ground for QCD and they have triggered the devel-

opment of static potential models [4] and heavy quark effec-

tive field theories 【5]. On the lattice, hea†y quarks have fre-
quently been studied usi喝a non-relativistic approach to

QCD (NRQCD [6]) or a relativistic formulation promoted by
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the Fermilab group [7]. Both provide effective descriptions

to deal with large scale differences, which are difficult to

ac?ommodate on conventional lattices. NRQCD has been
quite successful in reproducing the spin-independent spec-

trum of heavy quarkonia [8] owing to the fact that the quarks

within such mesons move with small velocities v such that

v2<c2

As an effective丘eld theory the predictive power of

NRQCD relies on the control of higher dimensional opera-

tors, which have to be matched to the non-relativistic expan-

sion of QCD. This has been the subject of many previous

studies [9- 1 1]. As a result of these works it seemed plausible

that bottomonium states could be accurately described in the

NRQCD approach, whereas the spin structure of charmo-

nium is very sensitive to the higher order relativistic correct

tions [12,13].

Within the NRQCD framework sea quark effects on the

heavy quarkonium spectra have previously been studied at a

lattice spacing of a-0.1 fin using the Kogut-Susskind 【14]

or the Wilson [15] action for sea quarks. Here we present

results for three lattice spacings in the range a-0.2-0. 1触・

paying particular attention to the dependence on the sea

quark mass and scaling properties. Our gauge configurations

are generated with a renormalization-group- (RG-) improved

gluon action [16] and a tadpole-improved clover quark ac-

tion [1 7] for two dynamical鮎vors 【2]. Some measurementb

are also made on quenched configurations generated with伽

same gluon action for making direct comparisons of dynami-

cal and quenched results.

In Sec. II we introduce the actions which we use in otu

calculation. In Sec. Ill we give the details of our simulation,

meson operators and触ing methods. Our results are au>-
cussed in Sec. IV. and Sec. V concludes this paper.

n. actions

A. Glue: RG-improved action

Since there is no unique discretization of the contwP

gluon action, one can employ a set of operators to cane
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some of the discretization errors in the lattice action. The

niost common choice is to simply add a rectangular 1 X2

plaquette, TrR^, to the standard Wilson action, TrP(IV・

1

sg(g2)- 「{coTrP^+^ Tr/^,,},
g~

(1)

where Tr denotes the trace over all indices and co+8c| - 1.

All such choices have the same continuum limit, but differ-

ent discretization errors. Here we adopt a prescription which

is nlotivated by an RG analysis of the pure gauge theory

(t-1- -0.331 [16]). This has proved to be a suitable choice

compared to, say, the Symanzik-improved action (C|-

- 1/12), for reducing scaling violation on coarse lattices. In-

stead of the coupling constant squared, g-, we often quote

the value of fi-6/g~.

B. Light quarks: Clover action

The standard discretization of the fermion action removes

the doublers at the expense of O(a) discretization errors. It

is possible to remove these errors by adding a single operator

(ihe clover term) as first suggested in [17J:

Sq(g-,mq)=q Qq

-<7 (A+m(l)q+ar百A2 q

-cs,v(g2)a毒o>fvq- (2)
Here山e second term removes the doublers in the manner of

Wi一son and the last is to reduce the resulting O(a) errors.

We choose r- 1 and csw-(l -OA402gz)-m. For the latter

we follow the tadpole prescription of [18], which has been

shown to improve the convergence of lattice perturbation

theory significantly. Our choice is based upon the perturba-

tive plaquette values as determined in [16]. To one-loop or-

der our choice differs from the correct value [19] only by

0.008g-. Hence we expect only small O(αa) scaling viola-

tions due to radiative corrections from the clover action and

C1(/*-) errors from the gluon action.

In our simulations we work with two navors of degener-

ate quarks of a common mass: mg-m,,=md. For further

reference, it is customary to replace the bare quark mass by

the hopping parameter: K-¥/2(m(]a+4). Since the direct

simulation of realistic light Wilson quarks is not feasible on

present-day computers, we study the spectrum at a sequence

of different k.

C. Heavy quarks: NRQCD

With the above actions we generated full QCD dynamical

configurations on lattices of about 2.5 fm in spatial extent

and lattice spacings ranging from approximately 0.1 to 0.2

fin. Such lattices are particularly suited to study light quark

Physics which is determined by a single scale: AqcD-200

MeV. However, for systems containing slow-moving and

heavy quarks we have to adjust the theoretical description to

lake into account all the non陀Iativistic scales: mass (nig),
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momentum (,nQv) and kinetic energy (hiqV). In this work

we implement the NRQCD formulation to propagate the

heavy quarks in a given gluon background. T¥hs approach

has met with considerable success for b quarks [9,1 1]. Also

charm quarks have previously been studied in this frame-

work 【12,13].

Whereas the relativistic boundary value problem requires

several iterations to determine the quark propagator, the

NRQCD approach has the numerical advantage to solve the

two-spinor theory as a much simpler initial value problem.

The forward propagation of the source vector, S(x), is de-

scnbed by

G(x,/+1)-¥¥--SH l一都

・」/?(*)[l一笥¥ 1-x8h)G(x,t),
J≧1,

C(x,l)- 1-。SH '-笥′'

・U]{x)[l一笥¥-^sHjS(x),

(3)

sH--c0両~cl覇J gB+c2両(丘gE-gE-A)
1　　　_　_ _.　1

~C3両げ(AXgE-8ExA)-c4両{AV-sB}
.　　_.　-　_　.　　　I

~C5両{A2,0-(」×gE-gEXA)}-c6両α sE

r-0,

wllere

△2

Hn=一亘石・

A4　　　1

×gE-c-,

α△4　　　α2A(4)

両+cSう石石
(4)

4ヽh一　　Jヽh′

The improved lattice operators A,- , E and B are de丘ned as in

[9]. Other discretizations of NRQCD have been suggested in

the past but they differ only at higher order in the lattice

spacing. Here we follow [1 1,15] and employ a formulation

which includes all spin terms up to O(mv ) in the non-

relativistic expansion of QCD. On the coarsest lattice we

checked explicitly that our equation (3) gives the same hy-

perhe splitting as from the asymmetric version employed in

[1 1]. The parameter n was introduced to stabilize the evolu-

don equation against high momentum modes. This is stan-

dard in such diffusive problems, but one should keep in mind
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TABLE I. Simulation parameters for山js study. The last co一umn gives the number of con丘guratlons employed for山is work. The

quenched runs are made at β=2.187 and 2.281 so that the string tension matches with that of the Nj=2 runs at (β,/f)-(1.95,0.1390) and

at (1.95,#f.ど) on a 163×32 lattice.

Dynamical simulation, Nf= 2

β (L3× T)　　　csw k mQ UOP UOL traj/cfgs

1.8 ( I23 × 24)　　1.60　　0. 1409　　2.20, 4.00, 5.30, 6.00, 6.10, 7.00　　0.836885(1 3)　0.771 64(12)　　6250/640

0. 1430　　　　　2.10, 5.20, 5.50, 5.85　　　　　0.838807(17)　　0.77584(】 5)　　5000/512

0. 1445　　　　　　2.06, 5.61, 5.80　　　　　　0.840627(16)　　0.77994(16)　　7000,/360

0. 1464　1.77, 1.90. 2.00, 5.00, 5. 18, 5.50　　0.843909(24)　　0.78770(18)　　5250/408

1.95 ( 16J x 32)　　1.53　　0. 1375　1.20, 1.38, 1.50, 2.00, 4.00, 4.29　　0.8624838(78)　0.8 17086(41)　　7000/120

0. 1390　　　　1.22, 1.40, 3.80, 4.00　　　　0.8637715(81)　0.820962(46)　　7000/256

0.1400　　　1. 19, 1.25, 3.40, 3.60, 3.70　　　0.8647304(81)　0.824140(28)　　7000/400

0. 1410　　　　1.06, 1- 15, 3.30, 3.40　　　　　0.865788(10)　　0.827498(3 1)　　5000/400

2.10 (24J x48)　　1.47　　0. 1357　　　　　　　2.45, 2.72　　　　　　　0.8793870(40)　0.S50170(25)　　2000/192

0. 1382　　　　　1.95, 2.24, 2.65　　　　　　0.8805090(44)　　0.854604(20)　　2000/192

2.20 (243 ×48)　1.44　　0.1368　　　　　1.95, 2.21　　　　　0.8878887(29)　0.866357(23)　　2000/128

Quenched simulation, Wy= 0

βALJ x T)　　　　　　　　　　　m Q u QF u 。I updates,/'cfgs

2. 187, ( 16J x 32)　　　　　　　　　　3.70, 4.00　　　　　　　0.8772362(22)　0.831789(55)　　20000/200

2.281 , ( 16J x 32)　　　　　　　　　　3.20, 3.40　　　　　　　0.8855537(】 8)　0.847829(41)　　20000/200

that a change in n will have to be accompanied by a change

in mQ to simulate the same physical system. Alternatively

one could decrease the temporal lattice spacing to prevent

the high momentum modes from blowing up [20].

For a single quark source at point y we have 5(x)

- <5(3)(x,y)1 but we also propagate extended objects with the

same evolution equation (3). The operator Hq is the leading
kinetic term and 8H contains the relativistic corrections. The

last two terms m SH are present to correct for lattice spacing

errors m temporal and spatial derivatives. For the derivatives

we use the improved operators defined in [9] and we also

replace the standard discretized gauge field FMV by

声vy-享* flV　吉[*Uズ)Fォ,(∫+/*)*/;(*)

十V-AJ)FttJix-ti)Utlt{x)-(fiL* 〟)〕 (5)

With this prescription we aimed at achieving an accuracy

of O(a ) for the heavy quark sector. Of course we also ex-

pect terms of O(αa ) due to radiative corrections to this

leading order result. In principle, we have to determine all

coe用cients in Eqs. (4) by (perturbative or non-perturbative)

matching to relativistic continuum QCD. Just as for the light

quark sector we rely on a mean-fie一d treatment of all gauge

links t° account for the leading radiative correctioils. How-

ever, there is no unique prescriptlon for such an improve-

ment and several different schemes have been employed in

the past. More recently it has been suggested that the average

link variable in the Landau gauge should be less sensitive to

radiative corrections since the gauge丘elds in Landau gauge

have less UV允uctuations [21]. Here we adopt this view and

divide all links by the appropriate tadpole coef:丘cient at each

value of (/3,k):

vAx)-UJx)/UOL,ォOL…圭(TrU, )LG　(6)

An alternative and gauge-invariant implementation of the

mean一員eld improvement that has frequently been used in the

past forces the average plaquette, P-リ, to unity:

uJx)-Upix)!uop　〟op=与(TrPp.v,)l′　(7)

In some selected cases we have also implemented this

method to estimate the effect of unknown radiative correc-

tions to the renormalization coefl伝cients, c,-. In all apphca-

tions of Eqs. (4) we set them to their tree-level value 1. W¢

denote as O(mv ,a ) the evolution equation which includes

all spin-dependent operators up to O(mv ) and where all

operators have been improved to reduce the Q(a ) errors.

in. SIMULATION

A. Updates, trajectories and autocorrelations

The gauge丘eld configurations with two dynamical sea

quarks used for the present study were generated on the C?-

PACS supercomputer at the Center for Computational Phys-

ics, University of Tsukuba. They can be classi丘ed by two

parameters (/?,*), which determine the lattice spacing and

the sea quark mass. A standard hybrid Monte Carlo algo・

rithm is used to incorporate the effects of the fermion deter-

minant. For the matrix inversion we implemented the

BICGST.AB algorithm. To reduce the autocorrelations between

separate measurements we only used every丘fth or tenth tra-

jectory and binned the remaining data until the statistical

error was independent of the bin size. In Table I we list the

number of trajectories we generated for each set of coupling5
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alongwiththeothersimulationparametersandtheactual

numberofconfigurationsweusedinthisstudy;formore

detailssee[2].Thesubsequentdeterminationofthequark0-

niumspectrumisthesubjectofthiswork.

Sincetherehasbeennopreviousstudyofheavyquarko-

iliausingtheRGactionforthegluonsector,wealsosupple-

mentedourcalculationbyacomparativequenchedcalcula・

tion.Thecouplingconstantβofthesequenched

configurationswerechosensothatthestringtensionofthe

staticquark-antiquarkpotentialmatchesthatofoneofthe

dynamicalruns.Theparametersoftheserunsarealsogiven

inTableI.

B.Mesonoperators

Toextractmesonmasseswecalculatetwo-pointfunctions

ofoperatorswithappropriatequantumnumbers.Inanon-

relaUvisticsettinggauge-invariantmesonoperatorscanbe
constructedfromthetwo-spinorsxfGO.甘(y)andaWilson

line,W(x,y):x†(x)W(x,y)甘(y).Theconstructionofme・

sonstateswithde丘niteJfromthosefundamental

operatorsisstandard【22][onthelatticeJlabelsthe

irreduciblerepresentationsoftheoctahedralgroup{J

=AltA2tTltT2,E)].

Sincehereweareonlyinterestedin5andPstates,itis

su翫;ienttoconsiderx†(∫)甘(∫)andx†(jc)AfV(jc),respec-

nvely.Thecorrespondingspintripletscanbeconstructedby

insertingthePaulimatricesintothosebilinears.Wealsosum

overdifferentpolarizationstoincreasethestatistics.

Theoverlapofthosesimplisticoperatorswiththestateof

interestcanbefurtherimprovedupon.Onewayistoemploy

wavefunctions,whichtrytomodelthegroundstatemore

accurately.Thisrequiresassumptionsabouttheunderlying

potentialandgauge一缶xedcon;丘gurations.Wedecidedtouse

agauge-invariantsmearingtechnique,whichregulatesthe

extentofthelatticeoperator,withasingleparametere:

x†(x)∂・(*)-x†(∫)♂(l-eA2)lu^(x).(8)

Forcomputationaleasewelimitedthisprocedureto10

smearingiterationsandimplementeditonlyatthesource.
Fromsuchoperatorsweobtainthemesoncorrelatorsasa

MonteCarloaverageoverallconfigurations

C。(x,y)-(tr【G†(∫,y)♂G(x,y)(l-eA*)2-110∂†]).(9)

wheretrdenotescontractionoverallinternaldegreesof

freedom.

ForthesmearedpropagatorwesolveEq.(3)with

5(x,y)-5(x,y)(1-eA2)10∂†.we伝xtheoriginatsome

(arbitrary)lai血cepoint^=(y,0).Thiscreatesamesonstate

wiぬallpossiblemomenta.Inpracticeweemployedupto8

spatialsourcesoneverycon伝guration.Thisispermissible

sinceheavyquarkoniaaresmallcomparedtothelatticeex-

tentofabout2.5fm.Weexplicitlycheckedtheindependence

-fsuchmeasurementsbybinning.Atthesink,∫-(x,r),we

performaFouriertransformationtoprojectthecorrelator

-ntoagivenmomentumeigenstate:

ul
tn
CD

E

qI

一主

莱
*=
0

0.6

・E

0.2

0.0
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10　　　　　　15　　　　　　20

time

FIG. 1. A representative effective mass plot for S and P states at

(β,K,me)=( I.80,0.14G9,6.00). One can clearly observe a plateau

for long enough times. For the 5 states we employed 3 different

smeanngs, I.vhich result in different overlaps with the ground state.

Cり(p)-∑ C`(x,Oexp(-ipx).
ヽ

(10)

In the trivial case of zero momentum this amounts to simply

summing over all spatial x.

C. Fitting

Since there is no backward propagation of the heavy

quark in our framework, we can伝【 the meson propagators to

the exponential form

Jlffi

ye,/(fli.」i)-∑ ai(α.P,e) -E如　　(ll)
h:ギり

This is the theoretical prediction for a multi-exponential de-

cay of a state with momentum p and quantum numbers α

along Euclidean time t. Different choices for the smearing

parameter e will result in different overlaps with the ground

state and higher excited states of the same quantum number.

In practice it is di用cult to project directly onto a given state,

so we chose to extract the ground state from multi-

exponential correlated fits. In some cases we were also able

to extract the丘rst excited states reliably from our data. The

simplest way to visualize our data is by means of effective

mass plots, which are expected to display a plateau for long

Euclidean times. In Fig. 1 we show a representative plot for

one set of simulation parameters.

Correlations between different times, /, and different

smearing radii, e, of the meson propagator Cりare taken into

account by employing the full covariance matrix for the x'

minimization

4508-4
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FIG. 2. Here we show consistent fit results for the S state of Fig.

1 when plotted against the start of the丘t range,　　We fixed

(max= 24 throughout. Dif:托rent symbols denote different values for

TZ斤, in the multr-exponential fit of Eq. (1 1).

xv)≡ ∑ [cr-yr(7T)] r;sl [cs-y,Ml
r,s-】

霊(tt)-O.

PHYSICALREVIEWD62114508

0urstadsticalensemblesarelargeenoughtodetermine

thecovariancematrix,Trs,withsufl伝cientaccuracy.There-

foretheinversionofthismatrixdidnotpresentaproblem.

ForthespinsplittingsweappliedEq.(11)alsototheratioof

twopropagators,C(α)/C(α2).Inthiswayweutilizedcor-

relationsbetweenstatesofdifferentquantumnumberstoob-

tainunprovedestimatesfortheirenergydifference.

Statisticalfluctuationsinthedatacausefluctuationsinthe

fitresultsdeterminedbyEq.(12).Weestimatethecovari-

ancematrix,ak!,o

verse。f(<?2*2)/(<?ニthefitted

kdir,).W.冒arameters,TTk
havecheckゥjfrom

these笠霊

againstbootstraperrorswhichgaveconsistentresults.We

alsorequireconsistentresultsaswechangethe丘tranees

vminJmax)ortoenumberofexponentialstobefitted.Thisis

illustratedinFig.2,whereweshowthetminplotforthe5

stateofFig.1.ThegoodnessofeachfitisquantifiedbyitsQ

value[23]andwedemandanacceptablefittohaveQ>0.l.

Finallywesubjectedthoseresultstoabinninganalysis,

whichtakesintoaccountautocorrelationsofthesamemea-

surementatdifferenttimesintheupdateprocess.

IV.RESULTS

Wenowpresentournewresultsforelementsofthespec-

trumofheavyquarkonia.Ourdatafromtwoquenchedlat-

ticesisgiveninTableIIandthedynamicaldataarecollected

inTablesIII-VI.Fornotationaleaseweusedimensionless

lattice quantities throughout the remainder of this paper, un-

less stated otherwise. To convert the lattice predictions into

/j2)　dimensionful quantities we take the experimental IP-lS

splitting to set the scale.

Here, in order to ease the notation, we introduced multi-　　　　A- Heayy mass dependence and kinetic mass

indices (r=[e,t]) for the data points and Tr-[ai tE{¥ for the For a given value of the gauge coupling {lattice spacing)

parameters.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　and the mass of the two degenerate sea quarks there is only

TABLE II. Bottomonium spectrum from quenched run at β-2.187 and β-2.281. These results should be compared directly to the

/Vy= 2 data at the similar lattice spacing: (β,ォ) - ( 1.95,0. 1390) and ( 1.95,kc), respectively. We also illustrate the effects of little changes in

the quark mass on the spectrum. The difference for the hyperfine splitting, 3si- So, is most noticeable. For the other splittings we see

indications of such a suppression as the mass is increased, but it is much less pronounced within the errors. Scaling violations can be

observed in PJF-3p->T, as discussed in the main text. A!】 the other splittings are suppressed on the coarser lattice. On the触er lattice, the

ratio Rfs-Cp2-ip{)/( pr p。) is closer to its experimental value: 0.66(4).

β

Mt

Mkin [GeV]

a(¥P-lS) [fm]

2.187

3.70

9.04(23)

2.187

4.00

9.95(27)

0. 1653(23)　　　　　0. 1637(15)

2.281

3.20

9. 1 10(94)

0.1423(12)

2.281

3.40

9.77(10)

0. 1400(12)

<25　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1.50(25)　　　　　1.65(59)　　　　　1.299(98)　　　　　1.26(1 1)

3S]- so [MeV]　　　　　　　　　23. 12(34)　　　　　21.68(22)　　　　　24.88(25)　　　　　23.9 1(26)

T-1/*, [MeV]

'p-3/>o [MeV]

lp-3p{ [MeV]

3p2- P [MeV]

^p-2E-3p2T [MeV]

4.03(6 1)

20.4(1.3)

6.73 (65)

6. 83(56)

1.67(45)

3.79(61)

19.5(1.4)

6.46(74)

6.44(65 )

1.43(28)

4.97 (35)

29.8(1.0)

9.07(58)

9.26(54)

0.91 (36)

4.87(36)

28.1(1.2)

8.93(59)

9.23(5 1)

0.87(35)

3p2- '^i [MeV]　　　　　　　　13.6(1.2)　　　　12.9(1.4)　　　　18.8(1.1)　　　　18.2(1.1)

3p ,- To [MeV]　　　　　　　　13.22(76)　　　　12.73(82)　　　　　20.53(62)　　　　19.39(65)

・fs 1.03(1 1)　　　　　1.01 (13)　　　　　0.91 7(58)　　　　　0.937(64)
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TABLE III. Bottomonium results from β- 1.80. An error in the quark mass parameter indicates that we have interpolated to this value

in order to reproduce the bottomonium at any given (β,k). Where this error is not given心e accepted the value of the tuned quark mass. For

the hyperfine splitting we could丘t the data to a linear-p一us-quad∫atic dependence on the quark mass, but for the伝ne structure the quadratic

part was ill determined and we resorted to linear or constant飢s if their Q value was acceptable.

N'

mjm,

M,

Mkin [GeV]

a(lP-lS) [fm]

Q(Ppq) [fin]

0.1409　　　　　　　　.1430

0.80599(75)　　　　0.753 1(13)

5,87(5)　　　　　　5.85

9.46(12)　　　　　9.43(10)

0.2787(25)　　　　0.2765 (26)

0.2622(1 1)　　　　0.2560(16)

0. 1445

0.6959(20)

5.61

9.530(80)

0.261 1(19)

0.2462( 1 3)

0. 464
*サ.

0.5480 (45)

5. 10(5)

9,46(ll)

0.2306(21)　　　　0.1987(32)

0.2246( 1 8)　　　　0.2040(40)

'2S 1. 157(25)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1. 143(52)

3sl - Is。 【MeV]　　　　　　20.80(33)　　　19.75(29)　　　21.1 1 (24)　　　23.50(35)　　　26.8 1(76)

3p-'/>, [MeV]

p-3p。 [MeV〕

p-3/>, [MeV]

2p2-3p [MeV]

2E・3p2r [MeV]

3.75(24)　　　　　3.91(18)

1 1.80(59)　　　　12.26(65)

5.71(33)　　　　　5.20(30)

6.08(3 1)　　　　　5.97(33)

1. 84(23)　　　　1.56(26)

3. 64(54)

13.09(33)

5.78(15)

6.23(16)

1.67(13)

3.40(56)　　　　2.82(1 ∬3)

1 1.8(1.1)　　　　13.61(75)

4.57(64)　　　　　5.64(12)

5.5 1 (64)　　　　　6.12(39)

1.58(47)　　　　1.47(3 1)

p2- P¥ [MeV]　　　　　　1 1.81(63)　　　11.18(60)　　　12.02(30)　　　10.1(1.3)　　　1 1.69(77)

3/vユpq [MeV]　　　　　　6.02(3 1 )　　　.19(42)　　　　7.33(23)　　　　6.9 1 (63)　　　　8. 13(46)

1.96( 14)　　　　1.55(12)　　　1.640(66)　　　　1.46(23)　　　　1.44(13)

one remaining parameter to choose-the mass of the heavy

valence quark. On the lattice we are free to simulate every

arbitrary value, but in order to obtain physical results we

tune the ratio Mtin/{ 1P-IS) of the kinetic mass of a quark0-

mum state and the lP-1S mass splitting to its experimental

value. The determination of lS and lP masses has already

been described in Sec. HI C. The kinetic mass, M^ni is de-

fined through the dispersion relation of the quarkomum state:

E(p)-E(O)-孟十一, p-I(n,,n2)rt3).
2ir

(13)

For eaeh heavy quark mass, mQ , we project the So state

and the　5. state onto 5 different momentum eigenstates:

(n,,n21n3)-(0.0fO), (l,0,0), (1,1,0), (1,1,1) and (2,0,0). We
obtain 」(p)-」(0) from ratio fits and determine the kinetic

mass by fitting the data to the dispersion relation. To this end

we have also included higher terms in the expansion of Eqs.

(13) and伝nd consistent results for A/^. However, such丘ts

tend to have larger errors and the coe用cient ofp is not well

determined. For better accuracy we normally restrict our-

selves to a linear鮎in p for the lowest four momenta. An

example of this procedure is given in Fig. 3. We have plotted

the fitted values of M^n against the heavy quark mass in Fig.

TABLE IV. Bottomomum results from β- 1.95.

〟

m-lm.

M,

Mbin [GeV]

a(lP-lS) [fm]

a{ppQ) [fm]

0. 1375　　　　　　　　　0.1390

0.80484(89)　　　　0.75 14(14)

4.00　　　　　　　　　　3.80

9.40( 1 6)　　　　　　9.43 (22)

0. 1767(13)　　　　　0. 1662(35)

0. 1974(1 1)　　　　0. 1860(12)

0. 1400

0.6884(15)

3.70

9.43(10)

0.1586(15)

0.1791(10)

0.1410 Kc

0.5862(33)

3.40

9.49(17)

0. 1473(17)　　　　　0.1341(48)

0. 1625(13)　　　　　0.1451(33)

'2S 1.242(72)　　　　1.46( 17)　　　　1.47(3 1)

V 'so tMeV]　　　　　25. 1 1(49)　　　　25.72(8!)　　　　26.07(38)　　　　27.85(60)　　　　30.07(1.58)

'/サー'/>, [MeV]

3p-3po [MeV]

p-3pl [MeV]

3/y3p [MeV]

'p2」-3p2r [MeV]

2.41 (66)

18.4(1.8)

6.08(99)

8.7( 1.0)

2.05(15)

2.26(63)

20,0(1.8)

5.97(93)

9.01(93)

1 ,50(13)

2.50(64)

21.5(1.7)

6.38(82)

8.98(85)

1.41(20)

2.67 (32)　　　　　　2.55 (24)

23.1 (1.7)　　　　　24.9(5.5)

5. 83(86)　　　　　　5.5(2.2)

9. 10(89)　　　　　.0(2.3)

1.22(74)　　　　　1.33(29)

p2-3pI [MeV]　　　　14.8(2.0)　　　　15. 1(1.8)　　　15.5(1.6)　　　14.8(1.7)　　　14.2(4.4)

3p.- lpo [MeV】　　　　12.4(1. 1)　　　13.2(1.0)　　　14.9(1. 1)　　　17.4(1.0)　　　　20.9(2.5)

V*　　　　　　　　1. 19(19)　　　1. 14(16)　　　1.04(13)　　　・85(1 1)　　　　0.68(23)
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TABLE V. Bottomomum results斤om β-2.10 and 2.20.

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 1145Q8

(β,〟)

mjm.

Mb

Mkin [GeV]

a(¥P-¥S) 【fm]

o(ppq) tfm]

(2.10,0. 1357)

0.8066( 1 6)

2.45

9.34(16)

0.1112(16)

0.1361(15)

(2. 10,0. 1382)

0.5735(48)

2.24

9.58(17)

0.0980(17)

0.1 169(17)

(2.20,0.1368))

0.6320(70)

‖HE

9,46(20)

0.0840(1 8)

0.0946( 1 6)

Expt.

0.18

9.46037(2 1 }

hs 1.474(39)　　　　　　1.41 (14)　　　　　　1.250(69)　　　　　1.2802(151

'si- 'so tMeV]　　　　　　　30.86(71)　　　　　　32.58(81)　　　　　　　33.2(1.0)

lp-lp, [MeV]

'p-3po [MeV]

こ/・-'/・, j.¥†・:Vl

3p2- T [MeV]

^2」-3^2r [MeV]

2.08(63)

27,7(1.7)

6.64(48)

8.46(50)

0.31 (25)

1.58(47)

25.60(2.1)

5.42(87)

7.72(86)

0.48(19)

2.24(20)

24.8(1.8)

4.75 (92)

7.00(94)

0.78( 10)

40.3(1.4)

8.2(8)

13.1(7)

3P*-3P I [MeV]　　　　　15.20(97)　　　　　13.4(1.7)　　　　　12.0(1.8)　　　　　　21.3(9)

'p r'p。 【MeV]　　　　　19.07(89)　　　　　1 8.8(1.3)　　　　　19.7(1.2)　　　　　　32.1(I.5)

Rfs 0.797(63)　　　　　　　0.7 1 3 (99)　　　　　　　0.609 (99)　　　　　　　0.66(4)

4. Large discretization errors can be seen for almost all

masses, but once we include all O(a ) correction terms in

Eqs. (3), the discrepancy due to higher order relativistic cor-

rections is small. Comparing the relative changes in Fig. 3

due to O(al) improvement at difl触ent momentum sealeS,
we can also estimate the size of higher order corrections and

we expect them to be small.

In this paper we tuned the bare quark mass on all our

lattices (β,K), so as to reproduce the experimental value of
the mass of Y (Mkin-9.46 GeV). In some selected cases we

interpolated the spectrum to this physical point.

B. Scale determination and IP-IS splitting

lt has been noticed in the past that the tuning of mQ can

be done efficiently since the spin-averaged splitting is not

very sensitive to the quark mass parameter. However, with

our newly achieved accuracy we could also resolve a slight

mass dependence of 1 PA S in the range from charmonium to

the bottomomum system as shown in Fig. 5. The experim肝

tal values for the 1 r-1 5 splitting show a 4% decrease when

going斤om charmonium (458 MeV) to bottomonium (440

MeV), which should be compared to a reduction of about

10% from our simulation at Nf-2 and an unphysical sea

quark mass. This larger change is related to the running of

the strong coupling between the two scales, which still does

not fully match the running coupling in nature. It is expected

that the modi丘ed short-range potential will result in a ratio

(l P-lS)cc/( ¥ P-lS)bs bigger than m expen皿ent.

While the heavy quark mass can be tuned to its physical

value as described in the previous section, this is not possible

TABLE VI. Charmonium results

(J3. K)

tn-lm,

M,

Man [GeV]

(1.80,0.1409)　( 1.80,0.1430)

0.80599(75)　　　0.753 1 (13)

2,20　　　　　　　　　2.10

3.019(87)　　　.323(34)

a( l P-¥ S) [fm]　　　0.2874(1 1)　　　0.2758(14)

o(ppq)軸　　　　　0.2622(‖　　　0.2560(16)

(1.80,0.1445)

0.6959(20)

2.06

3.589(46)

0.2571(26)

0.2462(13)

(1.80,0. 1464)

0.5480(45)

.77

3.401(85)

0.2388(53)

0.2246(18)

(1.95,0. 1375)　　　Expt.

0.80484(89)　　　　0.18

1.30(5)

3.01(12)　　　3.09688(4)

0.1983(43)

0.1974(1 1)

'2S 1.378(60)　　1.29(10)　　1.557(95)　　　2.02(34)　　　　　-　　　　1.3009(3 1)

V 'so tMeV]　　　49.60(35)　　　53. 17(38)　　　54.02(67)　　　56.04(70)　　　55.5(2.8)　　1 17(2)

p-lp, [MeV]

3p-3po 【MeV]

3p- T, [MeV]

3/y3p [MeV]
>p2ryP2T [MeV]

3.66(23)　　　　2. 86(86)　　　　3.25 (4 1 )　　　1.7 1 (55)　　　　4.0(2.0)　　　- 0.86(25)

26.48(54)　　　31.52(74)　　　26.6(3.2)　　　3 1.4(2.1)　　　38.8(4. 1)　　1 10.2(1.0)

5. 14(32)　　　7.17(47)　　　　2.6(1.7)　　　　4.27(75)　　　0.90(1.0)　　14.75(18)

8.86(79)　　　10.85(49)　　　7.9(1.6)　　　10.54(64)　　　7.2(1.0)　　　30.89(18)

2.45( 1 8)　　　　3.00(46)　　　　2.06(30)　　　　2. 1 8(66)　　　1.50(78)

sp2-3pl [MeV]　　13.12(49)　　18. 15(76)　　】 0.4(3.2)　　14.8(1 3)　　　9.3(4.0)　　　45.64(18)

3p.I 'p。 [MeV]　　　21. 17(33)　　　24.40(49)　　　24.23(99)　　　29.25(84)　　　34.8(5.0)　　95.4(1.0)

lft 0.620 (25)　　0.744(34)　　.43( 1 3)　　　0.507 (47)　　　0.27 ( 1 2)　　0.4783 (54)
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FIG. 3. These丘gures illustrate the tuning of the quark mass as

described in the main text. On the top we show the tmin plots for the

ratio fits of different momentum states with respect to S, at rest.

We ca叩e血rro two consrstenとfits up to p2 (dashed line) and up 【o

p {solid line) in the dispersion relation, Eq. (13).

for the light quark mass and one has to rely on extrapolations

to realistic quark masses, where the ratio mT/mp equals the

experimental value. Here we are mainly interested in the

behavior of physical quantities as we approach the chirai

limit. We take m^ as a measure of the light quark mass and

extrapolate quadratically in this parameter. This is a common

procedure but we will demonstrate below that the physical

dependence on the sea quark mass may indeed be difl伝cult to

disentangle丘om unphysical scaling violations. In taking the

naive chiral limit we hope to account for at least a fraction of

the spectral changes towards smaller sea quark masses. At

β-2.10 we only have results from two values of k and take

a linear estimate for the chiral limit. The chiral behavior of

the lP-15 splitting is shown in Fig. 6 for all values of β in

our study.

In quenched simulations there exist uncertainties when

setting the scale from different physical quantities. We ex-
pect these uncertainties to be reduced in our simulations in-

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 114508

1.5　　　2.5　　　3.5　　　4.5　　　5.5　　　6.5　　　7.5　　　.5

uP

FIG. 4. Quark mass dependence of M#n. Here we can see siz-

able discretization errors for almost the whole range of quark

masses between charm and bo【torn aと(〟;*)-(1.80,0.1409). The

implementation of O(a ) improvement in the NRQCD approach is

clearly important on our lattices. In contrast, the sensitivity of MKn

to the relativistic correctorl terms is much smaller.

corporating two light dynamical flavors. To examine this

point we compare in Fig. 7 our results for I P-IS splitting

with the data for mp as a representative example from the

light quark sector. If it were not for quenching effects and

lattice spacing artifacts, one would expect the ratio mpl{ ¥ P-

15) to equal its experimental value.

It is encouraging to see that the dynamical calculations

are always and signi丘cantly closer to the experimental value

of 1.75 than the corresponding quenched simulations. This

demonstrates the importance of dynamical over quenched

1.0　　1.5　　　2.0　　　2.5　　　3.0　　　3.5　　　4.0　　　4.5

mo

FIG. 5. Heavy quark mass dependence of the IP-IS splitting.

We plot the (1P-I5) splitting against the heavy quark mass at

(β,k)-(1.95,0.1375) and with two values of the stability param-

eter, n- 1,2. The vertical lines denote the regions of the charmo-

mum and bottomonium system.
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1.0

m: 【;gbvi

FIG. 6. Light quark mass dependence of IP-15 sp一itting in

bottomonium. We use quadratic伝ts in mw to extrapolate our data

斤om four different sea quark masses to the chiral limit. For the two

sea quark masses a!【 β- 2. 10 we show an estimate of the chiral limit

by drawing straight lines. The single point at (β,ォ)

- (2.20,0. 1368) is shown for complete:lness.

simulations. The scaling violations in this ratio do not fully

cancel, however; we observe a lO% shift in m。/(lP-¥S)

over a-0.2-0.1 fm. Keeping in mind that we are working

on rather coarse lattices with a≧ 0.1 fm, the remaini喝SCaト

ing violations are perhaps not too surprising.

Looking at the ratio (IP- 15)/AQCD it is clear that our

data do not satisfy the strict criterion of asymptotic scaling;

see Fig. 8. In this plot we determined AQCD fn竺the 2-loop
formula in the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme,

AnrrサーQCD-TT¥4tt.(一岬吉exp霊1+α

2.

2.

め

72・
A.

邑2・
∈1.

1.

1.

I

○β=1.80

E) β=1.95

◇ β1=2.10

A 0=2.20

蝣ォN^O [RGl

▼ N,=0 [Wilson, 25]

米experiment

0. 1 0　　　0.1 5　　　0.20　　　0.25　　　0.30

91P-1S 【fm)

FIG. 7. Here we show the ratio mp/(lP-lS), where scaling

violations can be seen. In each case we use open symbols to denote

data from dynamical calculations with different sea quark mass and

solid symbols to mark chirally extrapolated values. Representative

quenched results are also shown as sobd symbols.

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62　4508

FIG. 8. Asymptotic scaling. In this plot we take the chirally

extrapolated values for ¥ P-¥ S and compare their scaling behavior

with respect to AqcD. The latter is taken from 2-loop perturbation

theory.

where the MS coupling constant α- α雨<7r/a) is estimated

with a tadpole-co汀ected one-loop relation de丘ned by

( 3.648P - 2.648K)

α天福(汀!a)　　　αo
+ 4 ir(0.0589+ 0.0218tf/).

(15)

Here α - -2/'4tt denotes the bare coupling, and P and R are,

respectively, 1 × 1 and 1 X2 Wilson loops normalized to

unity for ufl(x)= ¥.

Within the effective app:てoach of NRQCD, we cannot ex-
trapolate such scaling violations away and it is crucial to hd
other ratios in which the scaling violations cancel each other

already at丘nite lattice spacing. In Fig. 9 we show a test of

this nature for the string tension, which shows a better seal-

co 1.30

I

a,

幸1.20

FIG. 9. In contrast to Figs. 7 and 8, we observe a better scaling

for the ratio 、/07(l/MS) on our finer lattices.
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FIG. 10. Mass dependence of hypernne splitting. Here we show

the strong mass dependence of the hyperfine splitting, S{- SQ-

plotted against the inverse kinetic mass at (β,k)=(1.95,0.1375).

The vertical lines denote the regions of the bottoraonium and char-

monium system. This splitting is clearly very sensitive to the pa-

rameters of NK.QCD. All data points are from updates wrth

O(mv ,a ) and n- 1,2 denotes different values of the stability pa-

rameter.

ing. Here we plot as open symbols the data obtained丘:0m 4

different sea quark masses. At β-2.20 (2.10) we only mea-

ヲured the lightest (and heaviest) sea-quark mass, correspond-
ing to m汀!mp- 0.60 (0.80). This丘gure also suggests that the

siring tension, in units of the IP-IS mass splitting, is

smaller for 2-flavor QCD when compared to the quenched

(Nf=0) theory.

C. Hyperfine splitting

Quenching effects are also expected to show up m shodト

range quantities, since they are particularly sensitive to the

shape of the QCD potential. In [3,24] this difference has

been demonstrated explicitly by observing a change in the

Coulomb coer伝cient of the static potential. In the context of

heavy quarkonia, the hyperfine splitting is such a UV-

sensitive quantity which should be particularly susceptible to

changes in the number of navors and the sea quark mass.

The prediction from potential models is

ョ∫l-1∫0-
32ttα蝣,(*) liTr′爪、-2甘(0)

9m昌
(16)

In our study山is is the most accurately measured quantity

and it is clearly very sensitive to the value of the heavy quark

mass; see Fig. 10. As has been noticed previously, higher

order relativisttc and radiative corrections are equally impoト

tant for precision measurements of the hypernne splitting in

bottomonium [11,15] and even more so for charmonium

[13]. Here we employ O(mv ,a ) as the standard accuracy

血roughout血is paper.

Equation (16) involves a direct dependence on both the

strong coupling and the wave function at the origin, which

≡ 29・O
C)

-　27.0

∽

[

25.0

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 1 14508

0.0　0.2　0.4　0.6　0.8　1.0　1.2　1.4　1.6　1.8　2.0

m: 【GeV】

FIG. I I. Hyperfine splitting vs mn. Here we collect the data for

the the J5 - So splitting in bottomonium from all values of(β,K).

A clear dependence on the sea quark mass can be seen. The linear-

plus-quadratic飢curves are shown as solid lines. Here we used the

1 P-1 S splitting to determine the lattice spacing.

makes the hyper:伝ne splitting an ideal quantity to study

quenching effects. Here we also observe a clear rise of the

hyperfine splitting as we decrease the sea quark mass; see

Fig. ll.

In Fig. 12 we collected all our dynamical results for me

hyper丘ne splitting over the range of 0.1-0.2 fm. Here we

plotted the data from each sea-quark mass as open symbols

and used the experimental 1 P-IS splitting to convert lattice

data into MeV. One should keep in mind that these points

correspond to unphysical bottomonium in a world of differ-

ent sea quark masses. We also plot as solid symbols the

30.0

星
a)

≡ 25.0

津董杢車
'.:

1屯:
垂

o β^1.80

□ β<=1.95

◇ βp=2.10

A β*=2.20

▼ NF2 【Wilson, 15]

▽ NFO 【Wilson, 15]

くM=0 tRG】

0.1 0　　　0. 1 5　　　0.20　　　0.25　　　0.30　　　0.35

a恥,s Pm]

FIG. 12. Scaling violations for hyper!Rne splitting. Open sym-

bols correspond to runs with different sea quark mass. Sobd sym-

bols denote the dy-lamical data after chiral extrapolation and results

with Nf-O. We used ¥P-¥S splitting to determine the lattice
spacing.
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35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

0123
N,

FIG.13.Directcomparisonoftheboltomomumspinstructure

forquenchedandfullQCDatthesamelatticespacingof0-0.14

fm.TheNf-2dataaretaken斤omthechirallimitofourmeasure-

mentsatβ-1.95.

resultsofournaivechiralextrapolationasdescribedinthe

previoussection.

Ataround0.10fmwenoticeaverygoodagreementwith

theonlypreviouscalculation[15].Theseauthorshaveper-

c__j_formedadynamicalsimulationatasinglelatticespacing

usingWilsonglueandunimprovedseaquarks.Forthebot-

tomquarkstheyusedanNRQCDformulationwiththesame

accuracy,O(mv-,a*),asinthisstudy.

AnunpleasantfeaturewithourresultsinFig.12islackof

scaling;forboththefiillandquenchedcasewe伝ndscaling

violationsofabout100MeV/fmforthehyperfinesplitting.

Nonetheless,wedo丘ndsevera一indicationsforseaquark

effectsinourresults.Firstwenoticethat,ifitwerenotfor

seaquarkeffects,thenallpointsinFig.12wouldlieona

universalcurvewhichisnotthecase.Thisisastrongindi-

cationthatforthisquantitywehavetoexpecteffectsofthe

orderof3-5MeVwhengoingfromzerototwoflavorQCD.

Tosubstantiatethisobservationwemakeadirectcom-

pansonofquenchedanddynamicalcalculationsatthesame

加icespacingof0.14fininFig.13.Forthe35r'5osplit-

tingreplotted丘:omFig.12,aclearincreaseofaround5MeV

(20%)representsmorethana5aeffect,whichre負ectsthe

accuracyinourdeterminationofthisquantity.Ontheother

hand,thehyperfinesplittinginPstatesisreducedaswe

approachamorerealisticdescriptionofQCD.Withinpoten-

tialmodels,stateswithL≠Oa陀notsensitivetothecontact

termofthespin-spininteraction.However,theperturbative

expressionforahigherorderradiativecorrections[26]gives

ap-pisplittingoppositeinsigntoourvalues.Experi-

mentally,thespin-tripletstatesarewellestablished,but'50

andPthaveyettobecon丘rmedforbottomonium.

Wecommentthatourdataforcharmo?ium(TableVI)

alsoindicateariseinthehyperfinesplittingtowardsthe

chirallimit.Itis,however,apparentthatsucharisecannot

explainthediscrepancybetweentheNRQCDpredictions

andtheexperimentallyobservedspinstructure.Wecon丘rm

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 114508

0.0　0.2　0.4　0.6　0.8　1.0　1.2　1.4　1.6　1.8　2.0

nM'[GeVり

FIG. 14. Fine structure in bottomonium. Here we plot (top to

bottom) P2, Pi and 3P。 relative to the spin averaged triplet state:

3p…1!9(5-)/'2+3-)iJl十¥ Po)- The corresponding experimental

values are 13 MeV, -8 MeV and -40 MeV.

an earlier observation [13] that the velocity expansion is not

well controlled for charmonium where vz- 0.3.

D. Fine structure

ln the continuum, the丘ne structure in quarkoma is due to

the different ways in which the spin can couple to the orbital

angular momentum of the bound state. In our approach, the

spin-orbit term and the tensor term of potential models can

be traced back to the c3 term in Eqs. (4). A correct descrip-

Uon of the fine structure will therefore require a proper de-

termination of c3 and the corrections to this terra.

On the lattice we have also additional splittings with no

continuum analogue. For example, the Pze- ^zt spli血Ig
is known to be a pure discretization error since the lattice

breaks the rotational invanance of the continuum and causes

the 7- 2 tensor to split into two irreducible representations

of the orthogonal group: T2 and E. Indeed, for both dynami-

cal calculations as well as the quenched data, we observe a

signi丘cam reduction of this splitting when the lattice spacing

is decreased; the splitting diminishes from about 1.5 MeV at

a-0.2 fra to 0.5 MeV at a-0.1 fm for the dynamical case.

In Fig. 14 we show our results for the丘ne structure. For

p2 and Px we observe no clear dependence on the sea

quark mass. This is not totally unexpected since P-state wave

functions vanish at the origin and shou】d not be as strongly

dependent on changes in the Uv physics. In any case such

small changes would be difficult to resolve within our statis-
deal errors.

From Fig. 14 we can also see a better scaling behavior of

the P states, apart perhaps from the PQ, where scaling vio-

lations still obscure the chiral behavior. The latter has 7-0

and therefore we may expect that for this state restoration of

rotational mvanance is particularly important.

On our伝ner lattices we observe an increase of the ip(-

p splitting, closer towards the experimenta.1 value o卜40
MeV. We taJce this as an indication that a better control of

the lattice spacing errors and radiative corrections is neces-
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FIG.15.Finestructureratioinbottomonium.Herethelattice
datashouldbecomparedtotheexperimentalvalueof0.66(4).Itis

apparentthattherearestilllargeunderlyingscalingviolations,but

noclearseaquarkdependence.

sarytoreproducethisquantityinNRQCDlatticecalcula-

w-r-n・...^v.1nv^n3ni*tions.Theothersplittings,*P2-Pand3?i-P,deviateonly

byafewMeVfromtheirexperimentalvaluesof12MeV

and-8MeV,whichcouldbeduetomissingdynamical

且avors(Nf=3),higherorderrelativisticeffectsandradia-

Uvecorrections.
wetakethefinestructureratio,Rfs-CP2-P{)/CPr

'pq),asaparticularlysensitivequantitytomeasurethein-

ternalconsistencyoftheP-tnpletstructure.Thisquantity

shouldbelesssensitivetoradiativecorrectionsofthe

NRQCDcoefi伝cientsawayfromtheirtree-levelvalues.Pre-

viousNRQCDcalculationshadmeasuredthisquantitytobe

muchlargerthan1,comparedtotheexperimentalvalueof

0.66(4).Webelievethatthisdiscrepancyisduetola山C色

spacingartifactsasitisverysensitivetotheimplementation

ofO(a)improvementintheNRQCDformalism.Itisen-

couragingtoseethatthisvalueisfurtherreducedonour

丘nerlattices;seeFig.15.Notably,wedonotobserveany

differencebetweenourdynamicalresultsandthequenched

data.

E.2S-1Ssplitting

Anotherspectroscopicquantitywhichhasattractedmuch

attentionis25-15splitting,sinceitshouldalsobesensitive

totheshort-rangepotential.Onconventionallatticessuch

higherexcitationsaredifficulttoresolveandrequiredelicate

tuningtominimizethemixingofthe25withtheground

state.Givenourrathercoarselatticeswedidnotattemptto

performasystematicstudyofthisquantity,butinthecontext

ofthissectionitisimportanttonoticethatwedonotobserve

anychiraldependenceoftheratio,R2s-(.2S-lS)∫(IP-IS).

InFig.16wecompiledrepresentativedatafromother

groups[15,25]alongwithournewresultsfromtheRGac-

tion.Withinthelargeerrorswecannotresolveadiscrepancy

betweentheexperimentandthelatticedata.Thisresultisin
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FIG. 16. Here we show a scaling plot of the ratio R2s-(2S-

I S)/{ I P-I S). It is apparent that one needs much smaller statistical

errors to resolve any systematic effects. We show our results from

different sea quark masses along with representative results from

other col laborations.

contrast to the previous determinations of this quantity which

claim to see deviations due to missing sea quarks [15,25].

Observing such deviations is certainly plausible as this

ratio is thought to be sensitive to differences in the underly-

ing short-range potential. However, for the same reason we

should also expect large scaling violations. Interestingly, on

our coarsest dynamical lattices we even observe smaller val-

ues ofR2s , which we take as an indication of large discreti-

zation errors. Apart from this very coarse lattice data, We

cannot resolve either scaling violations or quenching effects.

We feel that it requires a much better resolution of the higher

excited states, which is hard to achieve on isotropic lattices.

Future lattice studies will need optimized meson operators or

伝ner temporal discretizations to observe these effects.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that dynamical sea quarks have a

sigm丘cant effect on the spectrum of heavy quarkoma.

Namely the hyper:丘ne splitting J5r So is raised by almost

20% when going from zero to two dynamical丑avors. The

ef丘ciency of the NRQCD approach has played an important

role in establishing such effects, but the numerical simplicity

of this approach is offset by additional systematic errors,

which have to be controlled. The sensitivity of the spin struc-

ture to relativistic, O(mv ) , and radiative, O{ α), corrections

was well known before we started this work. Here we dem-

onstraled that quenching errors are equally lmportant for pre-

cision measurements of the spectrum of heavy quarkoma.

Perhaps more worrying are scaling violations, which we

could resolve in many quantities. Without a proper control of

lattice spacing artifacts it is not possible to make predicdons

for such UV-sensitive quantities as the hyperl丘ne splitting on

the lattices we used here.

while the lattice predictions for 5Px-SP and ip2-ip

agree well with their experimental values, the determination

1 14508-12
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observation of both scaling violations and sea quark effects

SEA QUARK EFFECTS ON QUARKONIA

of the 3po is more problematic and we still observed large

deviations from the experimental value when the I P-lS

splitting is used to set the scale. Clearly much work remains

to be done to reduce the systematic errors in heavy quark

physics to the same degree as the statistical ones. We feel
that this may be di丘cult to achieve within the non-

relativistic framework. A better description of the NRQCD
coefficients or a relativistic treatment is in order to describe

the spin structure in quarkoma accurately. From this work it

is apparent that full QCD simulations are also necessary to

achieve such a goal.

For less accurate quantitie貞such as 25-15 it is more dif一

点cult to reach a similar conclusion and we leave a decisive

to future studies with refined methods.
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